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Abstract 
According to different image completion purposes, we divide it into two different kinds of circumstances. For 
different situations, we use different fusion technology to achieve image completion, then we present a new 
framework for image completion based on image fusion technologies. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of the society, people have particular interests in processing pictures. For 
instance, people want to replace the scene of the pictures, or add objects into the pictures. After studying 
all the past literatures about image restoration, we can divide it into two categories on the whole[1]:
The first category is based on partial differential equations[2,3]. The main idea of these articles is that 
according to the information of the edge around the area to be repaired, the system automatically 
determines the information and direction of diffusion, and spread them from regional boundary to the 
internal. 
The second category is based on the texture of the sample[4,5]. The main idea of these papers is that 
from the border of the area to be repaired, we choose a texture block, which has the strongest edges and 
known pixels as many as possible, to be restored at first. Then we find the most similar texture block 
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around the area which will be repaired to take the place of it. This method can effectively avoid the 
occurrence of fuzzy, when we restore the large area. 
The above two kinds of algorithms have great limitations, because of using the information of the self-
image. They can only deal with the images that have many reduplicative details. However, Hays and 
Efros[6] proposed a new way of image editing in 2007. The basic steps of this approach is searching 
similar images from the Internet or databases, then fusing the appropriate information from these similar 
images into the image to be repaired, finally getting the result you want. We can also use the above idea. 
In the rests of the article, we will give a new framework for image completion using the information from 
similar images, and then introduce two algorithms used in the framework and the final results of the 
experiments. 
2. New Framework for Image Completion 
The new framework for image completion is illustrated in the following flow chart: (Fig 1): 
Fig. 1. The new framework 
According to different image completion purposes, we divide them into two kinds of circumstances: 
one is removing an object which we don’t want to see out of the image; the other is adding an object into 
the image which we expect to show up in the final image. 
The first circumstance (the right part of Fig 1) can be simplified as: when we remove the object we 
don’t want to see, the source image will become a graph which has blank areas and needs to be 
complemented; Then we can use the Internet to find images that contain the similar scene, and fuse pixel 
blocks from the similar images into the original image. Meanwhile, pixel blocks are the most suitable for 
the source image. In other words, it fuses the similar scene into the source scene. In this case, we use 
Poisson fusion algorithm that will be explained in the first part of Section 3. 
The second circumstance (the left part of Fig 1) can be simplified as: we need to segment the target 
object that we expect to show up in the final image from the graphs we find in the Internet or in the 
database then add it into the target image, repair the intensity to prevent that we feel the result picture is 
not true because of its intensity upheaval. In other words, it is equivalent to the fusion of object and scene. 
For this case, we choose the fusion algorithm based on IHS transform that will be presented in the second 
part of Section 3. 
3. Algorithms Used in Our Experiment 
3.1. Poisson solution 
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Poisson solution in image editing field was put forward by Patrick Perez[7] in 2003. The guiding 
ideology is extracting the gradient field of pixels block in the source images, then spreading the difference 
of fusion boundary, between the source and target image, to the results image. 
The brief description of this method is as follows (Fig 2): 
Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the Poisson equation 
Symbol v  in Fig2 (a) is a guidance vector. We adopt the gradient vector in this article; Domain Ω  in 
Fig2 (b) stands for selected object; The destination function *f  in Fig2 (c) contains the value of pixel in 
the target image; Unknown function f  in Fig2 (d) means the value of pixel in the result image. 
A guidance vector field ( v ) is used in Poisson equation:  
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After making formula (1) discrete, we solve the quadratic optimization problem: 
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The solution satisfies the following simultaneous linear equations: 
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The linear equations can be understood as the type of MX = b. And the problems of image completion 
are simplified as solving linear equations. In Poisson equation, the points around Ω  is basis of image 
completion. So the fusion effect is satisfactory when the texture difference of the source scene and the 
similar scene is little and the colour difference between them is large.  
3.2. IHS algorithm 
Image processing method based on IHS transform was brought out by Haydan in 1982. And it is only 
used in remote sensing field at present. But in paper [8], it was applied to fuse object and scene for the 
first time. Fig 3 shows the flow of this method. 
1) Extract the object from the new image which contains the target object 
2) Overlie the target object on the target scene (image 1) directly 
3) Transform the target scene and the composite image (image 2) to IHS mode, and respectively extract 
its intensity components (I1, I2) 
4) Fuse two intensity components, and the result is referred as a intensity template (I3). 
5) Substitute the intensity component of the composite image with brightness template, and the result is 
a preliminary image. Then transform the preliminary image to RGB mode. Finally the fusion result 
is generated, after all the steps are finished. 
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Because of the characteristics of IHS model, other components will not been changed when the 
intensity component is changed. So the color distortion of the target object will not come up by this 
method. In the fusion of object and scene, the most primitive method is Copy Directly[9], and the fusion 
result of this method will be given in the following experiments. 
Fig. 3. The flow chart of IHS algorithm 
4. Experiment and Analysis 
4.1. image completion using the fusion of scene and scene 
Referring to Fig4 (a), we find its similar scene from the Internet, and show it in Fig4 (b); Then we 
remove water area from Fig4 (a) and replace it with the grass Fig4 (b). Finally, we fuse the grass into 
Fig4 (a) using Poisson solution, and Fig4 (c) is the result image. From the result image, we can see 
Poisson algorithm is satisfactory in respects of coordinating the dominant hue of the similar scene and the 
source scene. 
Fig. 4. Replace the lake with the grass 
4.2. image completion using the fusion of object and scene 
Fig. 5. Add birds into the above picture 
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When you feel your pictures are drab, you maybe wish to add something or someone into these 
pictures, such as birds in Fig5 (a). We zoom out to make the size of birds appropriate for the image in the 
first place. Then we copy them into Fig4 (c) directly. After these steps, we will obtain a preliminary result 
by Copy Directly, and it is Fig5 (b). And Fig5 (c) is the fusion result using IHS transform fusion scheme. 
Fig. 6. Add a dog into the above picture 
To further increase the vitality of the picture, we add a dog in Fig6 (a) into Fig5 (c). And Fig6 (b) is 
the result using Copy Directly. Fig6 (c) is the result of IHS transform fusion scheme. From the effect of 
the fusion result (Fig5 (c) and Fig6 (c)), IHS algorithm is satisfied. And it is able to solve some problems, 
such as the effect is rigid and intensity is too glaring when we add the target object into the source scene 
by Copy Directly. 
5. Conclusion 
From the results of the above experiments, the effect of fusion completion is still very encouraging. 
Consequently, it further proves the usefulness of the image completion framework. But because of 
limitations of the Poisson method, this new framework is not able to deal with all situations. New 
effective fusion algorithm for this situation will be considered in our further study.  
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